Introduction

Education is the basic instrument of cultural, social and economic development of the country. The Research topic is related to college of Education Libraries. These Libraries are facing various challenges in the present scenario. Such as tremendous explosion of information, use of information communication technology, increasing demand for quick & efficient service beyond the geographical boundries, financial constraints, availability of information in variety of documents.

Today the information technology has a great impact on libraries. The libraries providing information from both printed as well as from the paperless records. Therefore it has become necessary to cope up with the changes taking place because of internal revaluation and web publishing.

Now the users are not completely dependent on libraries, as they are getting required information form other web sources. Users are expecting much more things from the library apart from books. Therefore role of library is extending because of the growing expectations of the uses. In this scenario the continuous development is required to satisfy the growing demands of the users. Some user will inevitably require help and consideration should be given as to the level of assistance which will be provided. Libraries have always helped user to find information in books and this is just another format. However, more help may be needed because the medium is new to many users. Assistance should be available at all times. Librarians which need to consider whether are not to limit access to serous research only. Led by advances in technology
the range of services available in constantly increasing
the expectations of library users. Depending on the aims and purpose of the library.

Education has always been viewed as the strongest medium to express and
promote unique socio-cultural identity. Teacher is the active agency which serves to
realize the aims of education at societal, national and global level. Education of
teachers not only facilitates improvement of college education by preparing competent,
committed and professionally well qualified teachers who can meet the demand of the
system, but also functions as a bridge between collegeing and higher education. No
educational reform can be successful unless the quality of teachers is improved. The
quality of teachers in turn depends to a large extent on the quality of teacher education.

Quality education and academic excellence are interdependent and the former is
demanded by the stakeholders in education which includes students, teachers, parents
and employers. The factors which affect the nature of education are academic structure
and curriculum, teachers and the taught academic environment including infrastructure
and delivery and evaluation methodologies. The ‘Quality education / academic
excellence has become main theme of present day education system. Whether it is
elementary or higher education. All stakeholders in education system. i.e. students, parents,
institution management, faculty members, industry and society on the whole, look for high quality education. Because, quality pays. In any education system, each
stakeholder looks for quality with a different purpose. Student and their parents look for
quality to retain cutting edge over students graduating from other institution which can
increase their marketability after graduation, Institution look for quality as quality brings
reputation, laurels and a brand image. Faculty members look at the quality as a matter
of pride in working institutions offering high quality education which helps in updating themselves with the latest trends in technology and teaching practices.

Changes are inevitable in the educational system particularly in the higher education level to meet the challenges arising both from the complex cities of the educational process and the changing demand of the society. Administration is supposed to be the major organ for sustenance and support of a system for achieving quality. In fact it came into existence in the academic institution to support and promote academic activities of an educational institution.

Teachers play a major role in enhancing the academic standards of any university or college. In fact, teacher is the most critical factor in imparting high quality education. The background, qualification, motivation commitment to the profession etc. influence the contributions made by the teacher. A teacher has to be the role model. One has to understand what a teacher is more important than what he teaches.